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BACKGROUND
A Cloud Scenario

• Cloud computing allows sharing of re-
source at the cost of reduced isolation.

• Storage systems are highly sensitive to
performance interference.

• Lack of perform isolation will lead to un-
predictable latencies.

• In worst case, a particular HTTP request
may require 35 database lookups. [2]

• Amazon reported 100ms of latency cost
them 1% in sales. [3]

• Google found an extra .5 seconds delay
caused 20% drop in search traffic. [3]

Performance Isolation

• One can give clients dedicated resources,
however this eliminates cost reduction.

• MicroFuge aims to meet clients’ response
time requirement in the shared environ-
ment.

• Represent response time requirements
with request deadlines.

• Provide performance isolation by meeting
request deadlines.

MICROFUGE

A distributed caching and scheduling middleware
that provides performance isolation.

Deadline Cache (DLC)
• Builds a performance model.
• Uses multiple LRU queues for deadline-

ware evictions

Deadline Scheduler (DLS)
• Performs intelligent replica selection.
• Implements feedback-driven deadline-

aware scheduling.
• Optionally performs admission control.

Figure 1: System Overview

DEADLINE CACHE
DLC offers adaptive deadline-aware caching.

• Multiple LRU queues enable DLC to per-
form deadline-aware evictions.

• Each eviction victim is selected by comput-
ing the Modified Recency Value

Current_Timestamp− Stored_Timestamp

Queue_Specific_Divisor
(1)

• DLC uses an adaptive policy that considers
both the client request rate for each deadline
range and the underlying system’s perfor-
mance to update the adaptive divisors. Figure 2: Deadline Cache

DEADLINE SCHEDULER
With MicroFuge’s distributed design, each DLS
is responsible for scheduling client access to a
subset of distributed data servers. Each sched-
uler performs three tasks to provide perfor-
mance isolation in the scheduling layer.

• DLS will select the replica which is most
likely to meet request’s deadline.

• In order to make the selection, DLS relies
on the latency modeling component which
uses previous request latencies to predict
incoming request’s latency.

• There are cases where server load just ex-
ceeds its capacity. DLS additionally pro-
vides an optional admission control mech-
anism which performs early rejection of re-
quests which are likely to miss their dead-
lines.

Figure 3: Deadline Scheduler
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Figure 4: Cache Hit Rate Figure 5: Deadline Miss Rate

Experimental Setup

• Twenty-node test cluster
on AWS. Each cluster node
is an m1.medium EC2 in-
stance.

• Benchmarking System: Ya-
hoo! Cloud Serving Bench-
mark (YCSB). Modified to
assign different ranges of
deadlines to each key.

CONCLUSION

• Predictable performance is necessary in
multi-tenant environments.

• MicroFuge tackles the performance iso-
lation problem with its deadline-aware
caching and scheduling middleware.

• MicroFuge reduces deadline miss rate
from 17.5% to 7.7% and it can be as low as
4.7% if we turn on the admission control.


